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1. Introduction

Anything relating to digitalization is certainly in vogue
these days, and academic research is in fast pursuit.
Currently, much of the research in this area is
explanatory or conceptual, and not empirical, and exists
in case studies that are spread across different
disciplines (for example, strategy, management,
innovation, and informatics). An initial search on Google
Scholar reveals an overwhelming amount of suggested
articles for search terms, such as: "digitalization" with
58,100 links, "digital disruption" with 5,570 links, or
"digital transformation" with 25,500 links. In addition to
this abundance of published research, much attention is
now on digital technology developments driven by
technology vendors. Reports describe new types of
digital technologies such as: Internet of Things (IoT),
machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI),
virtual and augmented reality (VR and AR), or
blockchain, to mention a few. A number of reports, for
instance by consultancy firms, also give speculative
estimates of the numbers of workers that will be affected
by these technologies. In short, the accelerating
emergent field of research that addresses “digitalization”
and related topics is complex, unstructured and hyped.
Consequently, both research and practice lack a rigorous
foundation of prior published research to underpin and
direct future exploration into the new digital
technologies.

A prerequisite condition to obtain a clearer picture of the
contemporary phenomenon of digitalization is to
achieve an overview of it, that goes beyond the current
hype. There is a need to extend prior research that
attempted to provide conceptual clarifications (e.g.
Nambisan et al, 2017; Yoo et al., 2012; Yoo et al., 2010)
and a uniform definition and taxonomy of the multiple
and interrelated terms used in current digitalization
research. The ambition of this paper is therefore to
address the following research question: How can the
concept of digitalization be framed into a rigorous
conceptual foundation that can support research and
practice alike?

To explore the research question we employed a
structured literature search to extract a final search
database that could be used for bibliometric analysis,
and to identify key articles for content analysis. The
search resulted in an initial sample of 1307 articles,
which were reduced to 197 for our bibliometric analysis,
thus resulting in a final sample of 18 articles upon which
we conducted content analysis. Moreover, we utilized
bibliometric analysis to identify key articles that enabled
us to distinguish between digitalization concepts. On
this basis we are now able to propose a basic taxonomy.
This taxonomy includes different levels of digitalization,
relating to several dimensions that create varied
organizational and commercial opportunities and
challenges. The taxonomy offers a vantage point for
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subsequent empirical and conceptual research to
extend insights on related digitalization themes,
especially related to innovation and strategy decisions
on scalability, automation, channel selection and
connectivity.

2. Theory

McAfee (2009) refer to “digitalization” as the pace of
change in society driven by digital technological
development, involving multiple technologies at
different stages of maturity that will converge and create
new technologies. There exists no established
consensus framework within digitalization theory.
While digitalization has been a topic in information
systems research for decades, the current wave of
digitalization is different, according to Legner et al.
(2017): it is driven by us. This calls for a broader field of
research to merge efforts that deal with the complexity
of this development, and to further our understanding
of the impact of digitalization, and its potential societal,
organizational and commercial implications. Similar to
Legner et al., Brenner et al. (2014) argue that the power
unlocked in information technology (IT) is shifting to
users who are increasingly expecting sophisticated
digital services and products.

The increasing expectations from users and the rapid
innovation of IT within the last three decades is putting
pressure on leaders in commercial and public
organizations that are being challenged by disruptive
start-ups, calling for a better understanding of how
different levels of digitalization will impact their
business. IT innovation has come along with the
development of new systems, software applications and
standards that support and shape business activities in
various ways, many that are forcing organizations to
deal with an increasing amount of data, and acting in
complex and growing networks (Heilig et al., 2017). This
environment of continuing technological change,
according to Heilig, Lalla-Ruiz and Voß (2017), may
require or even promote shifts in organizational
structures, processes, and strategies. This further
underpins the need for structuring digitalization
research especially in regards to organizational impact.
Additionally, while some argue technological advances
drives digitalization, Kane et al. (2015) conducted
research wherein they suggest that strategy, not
technology, drives DT. They found that maturing digital
businesses are focused on integrating digital
technologies in the service of transforming how their
businesses work, and that talent engagement and
business model innovations have a clear digital strategy
in organizations where digital technologies have

transformed processes (Kane et al., 2015).
Correspondingly, there is an increasing
acknowledgement of the important organizational
implications of digitalization emerging within both
research fields of information systems and organization
science (e.g. Lyytinen et al., 2016; Nambisan et al., 2017;
Tilson et al., 2010; Yoo et al., 2010). However, extant
digitalization research remains fragmented, and a
majority of studies remain focused on technological
complexity, rather than with understanding the
organizational complexity in which technology is
implemented and utilized (Andal-Ancion et al., 2003).

Moreover, there exists a plethora of interrelated terms,
such as digization, digitization, digitalization and DT
(Negroponte, 2015). Researchers have defined the terms
digitization, digitalization and digital transformation in
previous research (Loebbecke & Picot, 2015; Negroponte,
1995; Aron & Waller, 2014; Andal-Ancion et al., 2003).
However, these terms are applied differently in different
studies and are suggested to address everything from
stages (Loebbecke & Picot, 2015) in the development of
different applications and types of digital technology, to
the ambition underpinning the utilization of these
technologies. Furthermore, there exists no clarity
regarding which concept is appropriate to use for
describing each different digital process, and the benefit
this process seeks to achieve. Indeed, there are several
conceptualizations of each term, and to date no
consensus exists on the different levels of digitalization.
Also related is the term “disruption”, which refers to a
situation where existing companies are substituted or
replaced by new ones (Bradley et al., 2015).

While the Industrial Revolution in the late eighteenth
century relieved manual labour, the second machine age
of the current era, with computers and other digital
advances are predicted to relieve cognitive tasks
(Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). Recently, several waves of
advances in digital technology have fundamentally
transformed business and society, contributing to the
complexity of the field (Legner et al., 2017). The first wave
focused on converting analogue to digital information,
leading to higher automation in work routines. The
second wave established the Internet as a global
communications infrastructure, resulting in, for
example, changes in a firm’s value creation logic, along
with new types of businesses. The third wave, which we
are experiencing today, involves converging SMAC
(social, mobile, analytics, and cloud) technologies that
have brought the vision of omnipresent computing much
closer to reality. Moreover, digitalization is constituted
by a variety of emerging technologies at different stages
of maturity and market acceptance. It has been
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suggested that these will converge and mutually
strengthen each other in a kind of digital revolution
(Manyika et al., 2013).

Notably, two main dimensions have been identified to
enable comprehending the different emerging types of
technology (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). First,
increased machine power, including emerging
technologies such as AI, big data, augmented reality,
advanced robotics, autonomous vehicles and 3D-
printing. Second, increased connectivity, including
technologies such as mobile internet, social media,
audion and video conferencing, IoT, cloud and fog, as
well as blockchain. The combined effect of all of these
emerging technologies on employees, customers and
organizations is as of yet unknown. All of these
technologies are assumed to have large consequences
for firms in marketing and business model innovations
(BM) (Ng & Wakenshaw, 2017). Similar to the widely
accepted assumption that these technologies in
combination are likely to have a considerable impact on
expert based businesses (Jesuthasan, et al., 2016),
existing research has also pointed to professional
service firms as a type of business where the impact of
digitalization will be greatest (Manyika et al., 2013; Zott
& Amit, 2017). This also elucidates how digitalisation,
with related themes such as digital disruption and
digital transformation (DT), requires conceptual
clarification that attends to the contextual complexities
associated with utilizing digital technologies in different
industries. Accordingly, there is a need for extending
prior research based on a taxonomy that helps clarify
how digital strategy and digital innovation can be
practised across different industries, beyond the current
conception of digitalization as a homogeneous
phenomenon.

Consequently, we see a pressing need to take stock of
the body of current published research addressing the
organizational implications of digitalization, and related
terms, placing a specific emphasis on how different
concepts are characterised, as well as describing the
relationship between terms.

3. Methods

We employ science mapping from the discipline of
bibliometrics with the aim to provide a systematic and
thorough review of digitalization research, specifically
related to disruption and transformation. Bibliometrics
refer to “the collection, the handling, and the analysis of
quantitative bibliographic data, derived from scientific
publications” (Verbeek et al., 2002: 181). A systematic
review adopts a replicable, scientific, and transparent

process based on the theoretical synthesis of existing
studies, thus differing from general reviews (Cook et al.,
1997). Structural reviews allow us to, 1) examine
relations between topic areas, and 2) use some form of
quantification to shortly compile a large amount of
literature (Porter, et al., 2002). While the common
research paper cites around twenty references,
providing an incomplete picture of the research
context, a broad literature scan can, according to Porter,
Kongthon, and Lu (2002: 351) “extend the span of science
by better linking efforts across research domains. Topical
relationships, research trends, and complementary
capabilities can be discovered, thereby facilitating
research projects”. In addition, as structural reviews to
some degree employ a form of quantification and
objective analysis, such reviews “improve the review
process by synthesizing research in a systematic,
transparent and reproducible manner” (Tranfield, et al.,
2003: 207). Thus, structural reviews help overcome one
of the traditional review paper's limitations: its lack of
rigour.

To provide an objective and systematic review of the
literature containing keywords of both one or more of
the concepts digit� and either transform� or disrupt�, we
employed the VOSviewer science mapping framework
(Van Eck et al., 2010; Van Eck & Waltman, 2014). By
using VOSviewer science mapping, we were able to
examine in rich detail the intellectual content and
structure of research on digitalization concepts linked
with transformation and/or disruption. Further we
employed content analysis to a selection of papers from
our final search database, selecting the papers based on
both traditional and bibliometric criteria. The content
analysis allowed us to make replicable and valid
conjectures by interpreting the textual material.

3.1 Sample
A four-stage process was used to identify papers for
analysis. First, we searched Web of Science (WoS) for
articles using the search string Title=((Digit� AND
Transform�) OR (Digit� AND Disrupt�)), thereby
identifying 1,307 papers. Second, we excluded only 2019
from the publishing year, keeping all whole years to
retain potential developments in the field. Third, we
included articles, proceedings papers, book reviews,
reviews, book chapters, and editorial material. Fourth,
we systematically excluded research categories in WoS
that did not contain information about the concepts of
digitization, digitalization or DT, thus removing
categories focusing on technology description and
specifications, rather than digital change. To assess
categories relevant to answer our research question, we
applied three selection methods based on the number
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of articles within each category. For categories with 30
or more papers, we performed a bibliographic co-
occurrence analysis using a threshold of 5 to identify
relevant keywords. Analysing the clusters in each
category revealed if articles focused on technological
attributes or digitalization concepts. Further, to ensure
that high-impact articles within categories that were
discarded by the bibliometric analysis were not
overlooked, we read the abstracts of the 20 most cited
papers for each category. Finally, for categories with less
than 30 results, we read the abstract of all papers to
assess their relevance. Our final literature search
downloaded from WoS following the four step process
contained 197 papers.

The same process was performed with a topic search
using the same criteria as described above. In this case,
clusters from analysing the resulting database revealed
keywords mainly related to hardware attributes of
technology. Abstract readings further confirmed that
the papers in the database mainly described usage of
different technologies. Thus, as initial analysis
suggested a title search would make us better equipped
to answer our research question, we chose to build our
paper on a title sample that resulted in a final search
database containing 197 papers.

3.2 Analysis
The analysis was threefold. First, we performed a
descriptive analysis of our final search database to
ascertain the history of the field, and its development
within journals and disciplines. The purpose was both
to identify which disciplines drive digit� research, and to
assess the distribution and impact of the various
journals. To gain insight into emerging concepts and
conceptualization within disciplines, we studied how
terms have changed over time, and across journal
categories. Second, we did a bibliometric analysis of the
final search database in order to classify the relevant
keyword clusters for each of the digit� concepts, and to
categorize the disciplines associated with the terms.
This analysis further enabled us to discover the
development of keyword clusters over time, identifying
emerging and trending “hot” concepts. Finally, it
enabled us to pinpoint the most cited papers and thus
helped us learn which main disciplines are referenced
in our final search database papers. The bibliometric
analysis was also conducted to contribute to literature
review by identifying the most influential articles, using
a content analysis of the 18 most relevant papers (see
Appendix I). This related to our research to identify any
conformity and contrast among the digitalization
concepts.

3.2.1 Descriptive analysis
For the descriptive analysis, we used a final search
database and converted this into an Excel file. We added
a column for journal category (i.e. People and
Organization, Strategy, Technology and IT, Business,
Cross-disciplinary work, Economy, Law, Library and
archival science and Management), and a column for
the “digitalization” concept, both populated manually.
Assessment of appropriate value for the journal column
was based on the journal's discipline, which was
addressed by visiting each journal's website. The
appropriate value for the digitalization column was
based on three factors: paper title, keywords, and
abstract. When all columns were populated with values,
the Excel sheet was connected to Microsoft’s analytical
service Power BI for data visualization.

3.2.2 Bibliometric analysis
To obtain a better overview of the identified articles, we
saved all 197 articles in one file, thus permitting a
thorough bibliometric analysis (Markoulli et al., 2017).
To conduct the analysis we applied the VOSviewer
software and identified clusters of interrelated digit�
articles. We created a Thesaurus file to combine similar
words with different spellings, where, for example, the
label “Business models” was replaced by “Business
model”. This was done to ensure more trustworthy
clusters. General terms like “Transformation” were not
combined with “Digital transformation”, as these grasp
broader than digital change specifically. Thesaurus was
also used for the co-citation analysis, but with the
intention to make each point in the clusters more
intuitive and the map easier to read visually. Co-
citation and Co-occurrence analyses were conducted to
compute the relevance of keywords and citations
between them, and bibliographic coupling was
conducted to find the most influential articles within
the final search database. The discipline category for
each cluster was identified by doing an Eigenvector
Centrality (EC) analysis in Gephi for both the co-
occurrence and co-citation separately. The GML files
was imported to Gephi with graph type “undirected”,
indicating that papers are not necessarily referring to
each other both ways.

3.2.3 Content analysis
To ensure for relevance and identify the unit for further
literature review, we did a three step-process to make a
selection from the set of 197 articles. First, we read the
abstract of all articles to ensure thematic relevance, and
selected the ones that informed or defined the
phenomenon of digit� terms. During the reading,
articles were scored based on their relevance related to
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the research question, on the following scale: (A)
Relevant; (B) Borderline Relevant; and (C) Irrelevant.
During this process the papers that didn’t contain
concepts of digital change were discarded as irrelevant,
for example, papers with a core focus on hardware and
technological attributes. Second, to ensure papers in
our content analysis were based on purely objective
criteria, the five articles with the highest citation score,
as well as the five papers with the highest EC (that is,
network centrality) were included. EC measures
approximate importance of each node in the graph, and
the core idea in EC is that an important node usually is
connected to important neighbours (Wang et al., 2012).
Thus, it identifies relevant articles in the final search
database with the assumption that each node's
centrality is the sum of the centrality values of the nodes
it is connected to. To calculate the EC we did a
bibliographic coupling analysis in VOSviewer with
“Documents” as the unit of analysis, saved the resulting
map as a GML file, and imported it to Gephi to complete
the analysis. The selection result included 18 out of 197
papers. Of the top five cited papers, four overlapped
with the fifteen retrieved from abstract readings.
Further, of the top five papers retrieved from EC, two
overlapped with the 15 retrieved from the reading of
abstracts. For details about the 18 selected articles
included in the content analysis, please see Appendix I.

The content analysis was conducted by reading and
assessing the 18 papers identified through the three
selection criteria. We read all papers and coded them in
Excel to provide an overview of how each paper
described the respective digit� concept and how the
purpose of it was defined. Further, the content analysis

was split by collecting information from all digitization-,
digitalization-, and DT papers in separate tables to
easier identify the content and common features of
each concept.

4. Findings

Overall, our study reveals that there has been an
exponential growth in published digi� themed papers
over time, a trend indicating that there might be several
research papers in progress and in proceedings (figure
1).

Moreover, a majority of these papers are published in
lower ranked journals, indicating that research on
digital change is primarily represented in smaller and
niche journals. The journals are spread across nine
different categories, where the strategy category only
includes two papers. As strategy is a highly relevant
aspect of the digitalization process, the lack of strategy
journals writing about these changes indicate that
research still remains in its incipient stage (figure 2). We
have categorized journals based on subjective criteria,
which could be considered a limitation of our data
material. Further, the categorization of journals into
digital concepts was based on title, abstract, and
keyword only, which could be a source of error.

The co-citation analysis we did revealed that there were
four different disciplines that most papers referred to, in
which method was one of them. Moreover, 30 of the
papers in our final search database had citations to
qualitative method sources (figure 3), and none to
quantitative method sources. This may further indicate

Figure 2. Targets, indicators and actions in the city of Vaasa strategy 2017.

Figure 1. Development in publications per year (N=197 papers)
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Figure 2. Publication percentage within each SJR category per year

that the research on digitalization is at a young and
growing stage.

4.1 Digitization
The content analysis revealed a broad consensus on
digitization primarily revolving around converting
analogue information to digital with the purpose of
achieving cost and efficiency goals (see e.g. Bhimani &
Willcocks, 2014; Desai, 2013; Gaigher et al., 2014; Heilig,
et al., 2017; Janowski, 2015; Moreau, 2013; Schallmo et
al., 2017; Valenduc & Vendramin, 2017).This is
consistent with the findings of bibliometric analysis that
disclosed relations between ‘digitization’ and
“Technology”. Further, digitization connects with
“Organization”, “Innovation”, and “Management”,
which also can be explained by findings in content
analysis. For example, we find some authors go beyond
describing the concept of digitization as a conversion

method for storage and information purposes, and
rather focus on internal organizational processes at the
activities level where it may be used for management
purposes by structuring large amounts of data for
business, and is seen as a tool to facilitate cost reduction
and process automation. Some further describe
digitization as a step in the DT process, viewing
digitization as a disruptive change through making
digitized products available, and thus affecting parts of
the BM and organizational strategy. The content
analysis thereby substantiates the findings in our
bibliometric co-occurrence analysis (figure 4).

The connection between “digitization” and “Digital
transformation” may also be explained by the
descriptive analysis, in which most of the papers
included in the “Library and archival science” journal
category revolved around digitization and DT. This
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business area traditionally has large amounts of
analogue information, and will naturally be affected by
digital storage and information sharing opportunities
through technological advancements. This may also
facilitate value creation, and fundamentally transform
BM innovation opportunities. Finally, while a large and
consistent number of publications on digitization has
accrued, it appears digitization is not a ‘hot topic’ in
digitalization research at this time, as it peaked in
February 2016. This may be explained by the large
percentage growth in digitalization and DT research in
recent years, as digitization is described as a tool in
these processes.

4.2 Digitalization
According to findings in the content analysis,
digitalization is closely related to the concept of
digitization. However, authors commonly argue that
digitalization goes beyond shifting from analogue to
digital information. Digitization can be seen as a part of
the digitalization process, where authors describe this
level of digitalization as, for example, a sociotechnical
process of applying digitizing techniques to a broader

social and institutional context, and as a change at the
process level through changing organizational
structures, internal interactions, and transactions with
customers and stakeholders (see e.g. Heilig et al., 2017;
Hänninen et al, 2018; Stoeckli et al., 2018; Valenduc &
Vendramin, 2017). This information points to findings
in the co-occurrence analysis, where “Technology”, “Big
data”, “Strategy”, “Performance” and “Information
Technology” relate to digitalization. Further, “Business
model” and “Digital transformation” are closely related
to digitalization, and findings in the content analysis
suggest that digitalization is a tool for BM innovation, as
it can contribute to a shift from product to service based
BMs, which substantiates the findings in our
bibliometric co-occurrence analysis. The content
analysis also uncovered that while digitalization, like
digitization, focuses on cost and efficiency
opportunities, it also revolves around social changes in
markets and the workforce, and may facilitate for
network and value opportunities.

The descriptive analysis revealed that digitalization is
evenly distributed across all journal categories, except
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for “Library and archive” and “Strategy”. In our final
search database, digitalization papers were least
represented out of the digit� concepts. However,
“digitalization” far preceded the other digitalization
concepts when doing our initial search on Google
Scholar, which may indicate that this term is used to
describe technological attributes, a theme we
systematically excluded from our database. The first
article involving digitalization in our final search
database was in 2014, followed by a stable distribution
of digitalization articles throughout the period 2014-
2018. The number of digitization papers as a percentage
of total published each year has however been declining
during the period, while publications on this concept
peaked in May/June 2017.

4.3 Digital transformation
Content analysis revealed that authors commonly agree
that DT is concerned with the changes digital
technologies can bring about in a company’s BM, or BM
adaption or transformation as a result of technological
progress and innovation (see e.g. Andal-Ancion et al.,
2003; Hess et al., 2016; Janowski, 2015; Kotarba, 2018;
Liu et al., 2011; Loonam et al., 2018; Schallmo et al.,
2017). This substantiates several findings in the
bibliometric co-occurrence analysis, for example, that
DT relates to “Innovation”, “Business models”,
“Dynamic capabilities”, “Performance”, “Adoption”,
and “Organization”. Further, while some authors find
that part of the purpose of DT is at the organizational
process level, the majority agree that it goes beyond the
two previous levels of digitalization, and relates to BM
innovation in value propositions, networks and
relationships. These findings support the relations
between “Social Media”, “Information Technology”,
“Systems”, “Management”, and “Strategy” found in the
co-occurrence analysis. The co-occurrence analysis also
discloses that this level of digitalization relates to the
former two, which may be explained by digitization and
digitalization being described as steps in DT. Further,

while DT is commonly described as an organizational
and ecosystem level change that creates opportunities
in value creation, value propositions, networks and
relationships, it is noteworthy that cost reduction and
efficiency are also mentioned as part of the purpose of
DT.

Articles with a primary focus on DT are represented in
all journal categories, but the largest share are found in
the “Management” and “Technology and IT” categories.
Moreover, DT has the largest share of papers in all
categories, except in the “Library and archival science”
and “Law” categories, where digitization represents the
largest share. This may be due to both industries being
heavily document and information reliant. Finally, the
percentage of DT articles is increasing, and according to
our bibliometric overlay visualisation the topic peaked
in July 2017.

5. Conceptualization

We identified articles that have enabled us to
distinguish between concepts, making it possible to
suggest a taxonomy (figure 5).

The taxonomy creates several opportunities and
challenges on each digitalization level through
associated dimensions. It identifies three dimensions
(cost reduction, connectivity and value creation) that
vary across the three digitalization levels.

The cost reduction dimension involves all three
digitalization concepts. Digitization can lead to
asynchronous information, opportunities in production
scaling, a shorter publishing value chain, better control
and customer overview. As for digitalization, it goes
beyond digitization as a broader sociotechnical process
of applying digitizing techniques on a larger scale to
social and institutional contexts, with such things as
cost reduction and efficiency as results. Similarly, the
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content analysis revealed that part of the purpose of DT
is cost reduction and efficiency, while at the same time
having a broader span of opportunities and challenges
beyond these benefits. Cost reduction through
efficiency gains in the literature are closely related to
emerging discussions of automation.

The connectivity dimension comprises both
digitalization and DT. For digitalization, it represents an
opportunity to connect activities as these are
digitalized. The researchers in our content sample
overall agree that digitalization will change
organizational structures and interactions both
internally and externally, affecting how firms compete
and transact with customers. For DT the dimension
represents an opportunity to cooperate between
different actors or create ecosystems, where new,
digitally enabled products or services encourage
demand via non-traditional methods. The process of
DT further poses an opportunity to form new entities
and relationships driven by the application of IT,
working as an enabler of change to the current
paradigms of organizations and individuals. Thus, new
partnerships are enabled at this level through usage of
advanced technologies, that in turn facilitates instant
connectivity and access to growing sources of data that
support cross-service opportunities. Connectivity is in
literature related to discussions of channel selection
and scalability.

In the value creation dimension, DT is represented.
Both digitization and digitalization can achieve value
through opportunity costs for available resources that
can liberate time for other value-retrieving activities. DT
on the other hand represents opportunities for value
creation, as explicitly uncovered in the content analysis.
Changes in value creation due to DT derive from the
way in which digital technologies alter a firm’s BM.
While organizations can go through a BM innovation
regardless of whether they include digital processes, the
value creation in DT relates to connectivities derived
from digitalization (for example, developments in the
value proposition related to multi-service platforms,
created to attract global customers and service
providers). Further, some authors claim value creation
in relation to DT stems from how digital strategies and
related transformation allow new ways of creating value
(for example, co-creation or product and service
complementarities through network participation).

Our study reveals that the three concepts of
digitalization concern digital change at different levels
of the organization. The digitization concept is at the
activities level, whereas the other two are at the

organizational level, increasingly extending beyond the
intra-organizational context into the inter-
organizational context, and throughout the entire
ecosystem. Although it has been claimed that processes
can be digitized (e.g. Gaigher et al., 2014), this only
describes digitization of existing activities (for example,
information, physical or analogue documents,
knowledge). Thus, digitization more broadly concerns
changing and automating activities that pre-exist in
organizations. There is thus a consensus in the articles
reviewed that digitalization goes beyond digitization.

Digitalization involves application of technology to
broader social and institutional contexts, and thereby
contributes to the servitization of organizations, and
affects how they compete and interact. Hence,
digitalization has an organizational focus on business
processes change, related to providing digitally enabled
services. Finally, DT is described as a broader process of
transforming an organization by affecting the
organization’s business processes (for example,
products, structures, processes, organizational
behaviours), and is thus complemented by changes in
BMs. DT also facilitates new social networks and new
partnership formation, thus relating to changes at the
ecosystem-level.

6. Conclusion

By conducting a structured assessment of extant
published research to address the question, How can
the concept of digitalization be framed into a rigorous
conceptual foundation that can support research and
practice alike?, this paper provides a foundation for
studying the currently hyped phenomenon of
digitalization and related topics, such as digital
disruption and DT.

The study confirms that the field remains immature and
fragmented, and despite revealing that all identified
articles in our sampled content analysis address
digitalization as an important aspect of changes in
organizations and related strategy development, few
strategy journals deal with digit� concepts. Indeed, no
comprehensive description of how strategy should be
adapted to technological adaptations exists, or at least
only a very limited one. The small amount of published
quantitative research probably reflects the limited
understanding people have about how different
technologies relate to different organizational
outcomes.

In order to provide a vantage point upon which such
research efforts could be based, we offered a taxonomy
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